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Subscription licenses 

good to know 

 

SW products with subscription licensing 

The following product(s) will expire after a certain period: 

 

EasyDirect PAM from V2.0 / PipetteX 

License types: 

 

Edition licenses 

- Starter 

- Site 

- Unlimited 

Subscription Edition licenses unlock a certain number of functions, depending on the Edition 

level (Starter, Site, Unlimited) for a duration of 12 month. 

 

Option license 

- Audit trail 

Option licenses unlock one certain function in addition to an Edition license for a duration of 

12 month. 

 

Renewal licenses 

- Starter renewal 

- Site renewal 

- Unlimited renewal 

- Audit trail 

Subscription Renewal licenses extend the according license functionality for a duration of 12 

month. 
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A renewal license can only get activated, if a valid license of the same level has been 

activated previously. Valid pre-activations are: 

- For Starter renewal: Starter edition or Starter renewal 

- For Site renewal: Basic edition or Basic renewal 

- For Unlimited renewal: Unlimited edition or Unlimited renewal 

- For Audit trail renewal: Audit trail option or Audit trail renewal 

 

Expiry date 

As soon as a new license has been activated, the expiry date is shown in the System: 

- 1. Select Activation tab in menu 

- 2. Select system  

- 3. View expiry date 

 

 

2.) 
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Reminder email 

60 days before a license key expires, https://activation.mt.com sends a reminder email to: 

- The user email address 

- A second email address, if a 2nd  email address is stored in the user profile: 

 

How to add a second email address: 

- Select "Profile tab in menu" 

- Select "View Profile" 

- select "Edit" 

- add the 2nd email address into "E-mail (secondary)"  

 

As soon as you receive a reminder email, please contact your local METTLER TOLEDO representative, 

in order to order a renewal license. When the license is expired, the application will refuse to work. 

3.) 


